TLC Primetime Highlights: Week of December 3rd (as of 11.27.12)

Contact:
Niki Kazakos, (310) 975-1658, niki_kazakos@discovery.com
Visit press.discovery.com for select episodic photography and full episodes

Of note this week:

Specials

600 POUND MOM: RACE AGAINST TIME- Wednesday, December 5th
NEAT FREAKS- Wednesday, December 5th
FOUR WEDDINGS: HOLIDAY SHOWDOWN- Thursday, December 6th
MARIO & COURTNEY’S WEDDING FIESTA- Saturday, December 8th
SECRETS OF A TROPHY WIFE- Saturday, December 8th

Season finales

EXTREME COUPONING (SEASON FOUR) – Tuesday, December 4th

Series premieres

SIN CITY RULES – Sunday, December 9th

SIN CITY RULES explores the lives of five high-powered women at the power center of one of the most vibrant, compelling and notorious cities in the world - Las Vegas. In a city known for both its neon-fueled excess and off-the-strip darkness, this group of influential individuals runs the town from the businesses they operate, to the connections they hold, to the secrets they keep. The series will explore these women’s personal and professional worlds, providing exclusive access to their one-of-a-kind lifestyles and unlocking the determination and passion necessary to find success in a town where so many fail.

Monday, December 3rd

9:00 PM ET/PT

NEXT GREAT BAKER #2 – CAKE POWERS, ACTIVATE!

Boom! Pow! Zapp! This week the contestants must invent their own comic book superheroes, and build a 3-foot tall cake that tells their story. You can run, but you can’t hide because judging this week’s cake is the meanest and greenest superhero of them all!
10:00 PM ET/PT

**CAKE BOSS #25 - UGLY FEET AND A FIESTA**

No episode description available at this time.

10:30 PM ET/PT

**CAKE BOSS #23 – FROM FURY TO FURRY**

Bring out the boxing gloves! Buddy plays mediator to an argumentative couple trying to decide on a cake design for their party planning business. And later, Buddy makes a cake for Petfinder.com to celebrate a giant milestone: 20 million pet adoptions!

**Tuesday, December 4th**

9:00 PM ET/PT

**LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG WORLD: WEDDING FARM #4 – BIG WEDDING, BIG PROBLEMS**

Matt and Amy may have bit off more than they can chew when they book a mega-sized wedding. When a thunderstorm brings a torrential downpour and sends everyone running, the Roloffs find out the hard way that the bigger the wedding, the bigger the problems.

10:00 PM ET/PT

**EXTREME COUPONING #7 – AMANDA & JESS**

In Georgia, Amanda’s mother, who has declared herself El Presidente, tries to sign people up for Amanda’s couponing classes. Amanda tries to teach her parents to coupon. Jess is a shopaholic and coupon addict. Her husband agrees to go shopping with her to make sure that she donates her entire haul.

10:30 PM ET/PT

**EXTREME COUPONING #8 – ZADIA & BRIANA**

Zadia taught all her friends the binder method. But her coupon has fallen into disarray. Her friends are horrified by her “new method.” Briana and her boyfriend Jose are ready to get engaged but, like any good couponer, Briana refuses to go into debt to pay for the ring. Jose has a different plan.

**Wednesday, December 5th**

9:00 PM ET/PT

**600 POUND MOM: RACE AGAINST TIME**

Single mom of six Dominique Lanoise is a severe food addict, trapped in her bedroom by her huge 600lb size. She is desperate for a weight-loss operation to save her life. It is a rollercoaster ride for determined doctor Oscar Hernandez as he battles to help Haitian-born
Dominique achieve her goal and walk again. Will Dominique’s desire to change her life and overcome her mounting medical problems save her, before it is too late?

10:00 PM ET/PT

NEAT FREAKS

Most people clean their own bathrooms. But how many clean all the public bathrooms, city buses and strangers houses they come in contact with? Alfreta does...and she’s not alone. “Neat Freaks” goes inside the lives of four people who can’t help but clean and organize all day, every day. Christy spends 8-10 hours each day scrubbing down every inch of her home and hyperventilates at the thought of anyone stepping inside of it. Michele adopted eight older children because she’s repulsed by the snot and drool of infants...even if it's her own grandson. Caleb is afraid of germs and sprays everything in his home and on his body with hydrogen peroxide. He even insists on spraying down his dates before being intimate. Watch what happens when these four neat freaks are forced to step out of their comfort zones into a world filled with dirt, dust and disorder. Can they curb their compulsion to clean, or will they turn into filth-fighting fanatics?

Thursday, December 6th

9:00 PM ET/PT

FOUR WEDDINGS HOLIDAY SHOWDOWN

In this special episode of Four Weddings, four brides with four different winter holiday-themed weddings have agreed to attend, and score, each other’s big days. Nancy invites Santa Claus to her festive nuptials, while Davone plays it cool with icy blue snowflakes and a diamond white dress. Lauren conjures up the holiday spirit with heartwarming Victorian décor and Sakinah rings in the New Year with a surprise, a bright red ball gown. Find out who wins the honeymoon to a wintery wonderland.

10:00 PM ET/PT

ALONG FOR THE BRIDE #7 – EPISODE 7

No episode description available at this time.

10:30PM ET/PT

ALONG FOR THE BRIDE #6 – KATEY

Katey is finally going to marry her childhood sweetheart Mike, but her bridesmaids seem too concerned with their own drama to focus on the bride! Katey’s Maid of Honor, and sister, Stephanie is struggling to balance motherhood with the demands of planning a wedding. Meanwhile, Amanda, Katey’s best friend in town from Texas, can only think about herself. In order to give Katey the wedding she’s dreamed of for over 10 years, the girls must grapple with complicated bridesmaids dresses, a crying baby, a crazy bachelorette party, egos, and tears.

Friday, December 7th

9:00 PM ET/PT

SAY YES TO THE DRESS: BRIDESMAIDS #13 – POTTY PARTY
Bride Kymberly drops a bombshell that sends one of her maids running to the bathroom in tears. And another bride is fighting her mother/maid-of-honor for a slinky sequined dress that is way out of this self-proclaimed "old maid's" comfort zone

9:30 PM ET/PT

SAY YES TO THE DRESS: BRIDESMAIDS #14 – IN-LAW AND ORDER

Bride Courtney learns very quickly that family isn't always on your side. Another bride struggles to get any dress opinions from her bridesmaids. Downstairs in fittings, a war is waging on whether a "fascinator" piece should be left on her maids' dresses.

10:00 PM ET/PT

BRIDES OF BEVERLY HILLS #11 – DANA HAMM

A bride who resembles an A-list celebrity comes to the salon looking for her dream wedding dress. A young, widowed bride brings her deceased husband's family to help her select the perfect gown for her second marriage.

10:30 PM ET/PT

BRIDES OF BEVERLY HILLS #12 – LOREINA CORWIN

A young, bride-to-be brings her affluent, and much older fiancé to the salon to help find the perfect wedding gown, while bride Molly shops for her dream dress with her future husband's ex-girlfriend.

Saturday, December 8th

8:00 PM – 10:00 PM ET/PT

MARIO & COURTNEY'S WEDDING FIESTA

Mario Lopez and Courtney Mazza are planning a spectacular wedding in exclusive Punta Mita, Mexico. Every detail is high priority, so Courtney must locate the perfect dress, wrangle her wayward wedding planner, and mend her damaged relationship with her father, all while chasing after their toddler. Meanwhile, Mario's schedule gets more hectic by the day as he takes on more work, tries to squeeze in some alone time with Courtney, and jets to Las Vegas for a blowout bachelor party. Can these two nail down every element, hold their family together, and make it down the aisle on time?

10:00 PM ET/PT

SECRETS OF A TROPHY WIFE

SECRETS OF A TROPHY WIFE explores the elite lifestyles of the rich and sometimes famous trophy wives, and the men they strive to keep happy. These women are smart, driven, and supported by their husbands in every aspect of their lives. From outrageous shopping sprees to buying fleets of fancy cars, they live a lifestyle many aspire to, but few actually achieve. However, these women are out to prove that they are more than just pretty faces. Juggling their own businesses, families, and households can be challenging, especially when the next wannabe trophy wife is always waiting in line.

Sunday, December 9th

9:00 PM ET/PT
SISTER WIVES #18 – POLYGAMIST CULTS

The dark side of polygamy is uncovered when the Brown teenagers volunteer for an organization that helps people escape from abusive polygamist families. The Browns come face to face with the horrors that occur in certain reclusive polygamist communities, and are forced into a confrontation that causes them to re-evaluate their religious convictions.

10:00 PM ET/PT

SIN CITY RULES #1 - WHAT HAPPENS IN VEGAS...

Meet five powerful, rich, and beautiful women, who run in the same elite circle and play by their own rules. But power can’t always demand respect. When personal accusations begin to fly, enemies are formed, and a divide in the group begins.